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ABSTRACT
Discussion forums are used to support socio-collaborative learning processes among students in online courses. However, complex forum structures and lengthy discourse require that students spend their limited time searching and filtering through posts to find those that are relevant to them rather than spending that time engaged in other meaningful learning activities (i.e., discussion). Moreover, existing adaptive systems do not accommodate individual learner needs in these contexts. In this work, we propose a multi-relational graph-based recommendation approach that mines student interaction logs to address the above problems within discussion-based socio-collaborative online courses. To account for the social aspects of learning, our approach incorporates learner modeling, social network analysis, and natural language processing techniques; it offers tailored recommendations of forum posts for learners with different types of interaction behaviors. In our experiments with small online courses, our approach outperformed competitor approaches in terms of recommendation precision while meeting expectations with respect to diversity and novelty. The results illustrate the proposed algorithm’s effectiveness in predicting student preferences, suggesting its potential to increase student participation in discussion-related learning activities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Asynchronous online discussion forums are widely used to support online courses in higher education [5, 23, 25]. In these forums, many instructors post discussion topics and encourage students to expand so that knowledge can be co-created and developed through progressive discussion. In such socio-collaborative learning contexts, students’ active participation and production of learning resources is essential, as less discussion could result in less sharable knowledge and thus less learning within a course [37, 81]. However, forums’ complex thread structure and information-heavy posts tend to have a negative impact on student engagement, because much of their time is spent locating relevant forum posts, rather than focusing on core tasks such as debating, reflecting, and learning from each other [1, 37]. To alleviate this type of information overload problem, deploying recommender systems to recommend posts of interest or content generated by others could be beneficial.

Many recommender systems have been used to support learning across varied domains and contexts. For example, data mining approaches were used to suggest course improvements in learning management systems [33], and a workplace learning support system paired users with knowledgeable peers to enable knowledge sharing processes [8]. More recently, other systems have recommended courses to university students [7, 29, 65].

While these examples show the prior success of recommender systems in educational contexts, few have solved the problem of recommending socio-collaborative learning materials in discussion forums for smaller online courses. To fill this gap, we present a novel graph-based recommender system approach. This approach mines learner interaction data using both modelled learner types and natural language processing techniques that were specifically designed for this application domain of smaller discussion-based socio-collaborative learning environments. In our research, we posed the following question: How do traditional recommender algorithms and those that incorporate principles from socio-collaborative learning perform when suggesting posts in small online socio-collaborative learning contexts?

2. Related Work
2.1 Socio-collaborative Learning
Socio-collaborative learning, also known as collaborative learning, refers to a class of learning methods in which learners cooperate in a group, relying on each other, being responsible for each other, and accomplishing a common task together [75]. This approach can be traced back to Vygotsky who pointed out that those who are more able can help others perform better [83]. Piaget claimed that the cognitive conflicts generated during social interaction could help the learner reflect on their original point of view, thus enhancing their understanding [44]. Subsequently, collaborative learning has become a widely used pedagogical theory that is also a target of many online learning environments, where it is called computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL).

CSCL often occurs through online discussion-based forums [17, 26, 39] where information is transmitted through posts to enable knowledge sharing or co-construction among learners. The systems and mechanisms used to support CSCL are grounded in theories such as knowledge building; a specific knowledge co-construction process that emphasizes the creation of ideas through discussion [70, 71]. Many of the proposed knowledge building principles (e.g., diverse and improvable ideas or symmetric knowledge advancement [69]) provide theoretical support for our research.

2.2 Recommenders for Educational Forums
Most work has focused on supporting question and answer (Q&A) forums in university courses [34], MOOCs [49, 53, 87] or other online educational platforms [41, 80] when recommending forum posts. These systems typically aim to reduce the number of unanswered questions by recommending 1) unanswered questions
to students who are able to answer them, and 2) similar questions that have already been answered to users who are about to ask one.

Using a similar recommender system design in smaller-scale socio-collaborative settings is inappropriate because the contexts differ in terms of size and pedagogical purpose. In contrast to MOOCs, these contexts suffer from both a lack of data and the cold start problem. Different from Q&A forums, developing knowledge sharing processes in discussion forums requires the algorithm support increased connectivity among users to facilitate communication [45]. It is also necessary to include posts containing diverse and novel ideas from students who express different points of view so that they might learn from each other [70].

Few studies have investigated how to deal with these challenges. Those that have depend on a priori domain knowledge (e.g., rules [2] or ontologies [18]) which is time-consuming to obtain and has limited generalizability to unseen cases [43]. Given increases in online course delivery and a desire to support students’ socio-emotional development and collaborative learning [3, 24], we need approaches that can be used in the absence of domain expertise.

Many have also argued that CSCL personalization technologies should consider the social [42, 66] and other needs of learners [12, 51, 68, 79]. One study investigated learners’ knowledge sharing behaviors in closely-knit communities to generate tailored notifications [45]. The notifications aimed to foster knowledge sharing processes within a learning community composed of different learner types. To extend this idea to the context of a forum post recommender system, we set out to develop recommendation algorithms that also consider learner socio-behavioral patterns and created customized strategies for each behavior pattern.

3. Recommender Algorithm: CSCLRec

The target users of this system are students or learners. We will use these terms interchangeably. Our proposed algorithm, CSCLRec, relies on 3 types of data that are available in any educational forum: user interactions with forum posts which we call user-to-post (U2P) interactions; communication between users, such as reading, that we call user-to-user (U2U) interactions; and the textual content of forum posts. Using this data, it recommends posts to learners.

CSCLRec has four modules (see Figure 1): a personalized PageRank graph, a learner interaction profiler that analyzes U2U interactions, a content analyzer, and a post filtering module.

3.1 Personalized PageRank Graph

The core of the system is a modified personalized PageRank (PPR) graph [35]. As shown in Figure 2, the PPR has nodes for users, posts, and hypernyms. A hypernym is a superordinate word whose semantic meaning includes a set of other words. For example, “flower” is the hypernym for “rose” or “daisy”. Multiple types of relationships including U2P interactions, inter-user relationships, and posts’ relationship with hypernyms are computed by other modules and represented as edges in the graph. The weight of user-to-post edges in the graph is biased by a temporal decay rate. Edges representing U2P interactions in the past have lower weights so that the algorithm can focus on the user’s recent interests.

We refer to the user who is receiving the recommendations as the active user. To recommend posts to an active user, the algorithm performs a random walk starting from their user node and its connected post nodes. When sufficient iterations have been completed, the nodes’ probabilities of being visited by the random walk agent will converge to a steady state. Posts with the highest probability of being visited are presented as the recommendations. We used power iteration [60] to approximate the stationary probabilities and avoid poor computational performance.

3.2 Learner Interaction Profiler

The learner interaction profiler uses a bidirectional social network graph, which consists of different types of U2U interactions (e.g., replies and reads). Each user is a node in this graph and the interactions among users are edges. In Figure 3, the thin grey link from user U1 to user U2 indicates that U1 has read U2’s post.

Students who have many interactions with the active user are their peer learners. The rich interaction history, whether in discussion or debate, indicates the active user’s interest in interacting with those peers. This group of users share many outward edges with the active user in the social network graph. The inclusion threshold for number of edges required between users is set via grid search. As a result, the module generates links connecting the active user to those peer learners (the green edges in Figure 2) in the PPR graph.

The analyses over the graph also output a participation level (i.e., number of outgoing edges of reply, like, and link types from its user node) and a degree of centrality (i.e., the in-degree of a node) for each student. The more frequently other students interact with the active user’s posts, the more they can increase the active user’s degree of centrality. The participation level indicates the extent to which the student is actively engaging in the discussion. We used the two measures to identify four types of learners (new user, listener, single-pass user, and peripheral user) that may need differentiated recommendation strategies. These user types are identified using simple heuristics based on the literature.

---

1 Code is available at https://github.com/EdTeKLA/CSCLRec
New users are learners who have just joined the discussion. They have not created any resources nor do they have any other logged interactions. Consequently, these users are subject to the cold-start problem, which makes it difficult for the algorithms to provide suggestions because of the lack of data [10]. New users may experience greater information overload because they face many posts at once and may need tailored recommendations to help them filter information, identify their interests early, and contribute their own voices. To prevent narrow recommendations, new users are connected to every other user in the PPR graph.

Listeners read many posts but rarely post themselves [86]. The knowledge building principle of collective responsibility and symmetric knowledge advancement suggests that encouraging posting is critical to fostering activity and promoting knowledge co-construction [69]. Listeners are identified as those who have not created posts. To reduce the number of persistent listeners, we adopt the same recommendation strategy as that employed for new users since exposing these learners to different topics may increase the possibility of their expressing opinions [46].

Peripheral users are those whose centrality score is decreasing due to lost interactivity in their readership. The module aims to recover peripheral users and listeners to promote the knowledge-sharing process [47, 48] and prevent the loss of these readers’ activity and interest. The learner profiler monitors the number of interactive readers for each learner; those who reply, like, or link. When the profiler detects the user’s interactive reader count has dropped by half from one week to the next, that user is marked as a peripheral user. This value was tuned during the evaluation. The algorithm takes note of the lost readers and introduces connections between the peripheral user and the lost readers in the PPR graph to strengthen their connections.

Single-pass users only read new posts and ignore older posts [38]. Their widespread presence undermines socio-collaborative learning approaches because these learning processes require topics to be progressively discussed and deepened [69]. To alleviate this behavior, some have suggested encouraging students to revisit earlier posts [38]. Inspired by this idea, the learner interaction profiler identifies students who have only read posts from the previous week. For example, those who have not read posts created before week 7 are marked as single-pass users in week 8. The modified PPR graph decreases the temporal decay exerted on older posts for single-pass users so earlier posts are down-weighted less, increasing the likelihood of their recommendation to these learners.

3.3 Content Analyzer
Forum posts are hierarchically structured. Posts on the same topic have similar interaction records because users are accustomed to browsing the entire topic structure when reading a post. Therefore, algorithms based on interaction records (i.e., collaborative filtering, ordinary personalized PageRank bipartite graph) may only recommend posts that are locationally similar to those that users often interact with. Consequently, students may lose the opportunity to read posts that match their current interests because they are located elsewhere. These algorithms also bias towards post popularity [77] causing the “long-tail” problem: unpopular posts are not considered for recommendation [21, 62], which could decrease student exposure to diverse perspectives. To overcome these challenges, the content analyzer module applies natural language processing (NLP) techniques to the content of forum posts and enables links to be created between posts based on the concepts discussed rather than user interactions (as shown in Figure 2). Its workflow is shown in Figure 4. The preprocessing stage removes all html mark-up and punctuation. It also tokenizes sentences into individual words. Lemmas are extracted for nouns and verbs, and stop words are removed. To protect user privacy, person names, usernames, web URLs, and email addresses are also removed. Each post is then organized as a bag-of-words (BoW).

TF-IDF was chosen for keyword extraction following a preliminary evaluation that compared several potential methods (i.e., RAKE [67], TextRank [54]) on independent data from the same system. TF-IDF scores are computed for each lemma to choose keywords that best differentiate the current post from others. The keywords with the top 1/5 TF-IDF scores are used to represent the post.

The extracted keywords are used to measure thematic similarity across posts. Instead of matching keywords using text similarity approaches (i.e., sentence embeddings or topic distribution vectors in vector space models), we consider two posts thematically similar provided they mentioned similar concepts regardless of student opinion towards a topic. The tools used to measure similarity included the WordNet semantic network and its collection of hypernyms [55]. We query each post in WordNet and use Lesk [50] to disambiguate hypernyms. The hypernyms are added as nodes in the PPR graph - see the yellow nodes in Figure 2. When a post contains a keyword that belongs to this hypernym, a link from the post node to the hypernym node is constructed. As a result, posts that share more concepts will share more hypernym nodes.

3.4 Post Filtering
This module analyzes, sorts, filters, and re-ranks the results produced by the recommender which may otherwise include less-informative posts that will not advance student knowledge. Posts like, “Thank you for the clarification, [name]” may be output by the algorithm if this filtering is not performed. The post filtering module refines the recommendations using two filters: one extracts verb and noun phrases as trigram models and excludes posts with fewer than 3 phrases, and the other compares post content with the Academic Word List (AWL) [20]. Posts with fewer than 3 AWL words are removed.

4. METHODS
We evaluated the performance of CSCLRec, its precursor, and other widely-used algorithms using a similar protocol to that advised by recommender system researchers [28, 73]. In each week, we recommend 10 posts to each user. Posts were selected from a candidate list consisting of those the active user has not yet read and all posts created by others in the current (evaluation) week. We hide this user’s activities from the evaluation week and use forum
activities from prior weeks to train the recommenders. We start from week 2 since there are no learner posts prior to week 1.

### 4.1 Dataset

The evaluation used historical data from six postgraduate courses offered through an asynchronous discussion platform (Pepper) at the University of Toronto. Pepper provides a collaborative learning space to discuss and share ideas, making this system an ideal testbed to evaluate the proposed recommender system.

Archival data from fully online courses were used. Of the six test courses, three were regular-length courses (13-weeks long) and the others were short courses (6-weeks long). User activity statistics for each course are summarized in Table 1. The data includes forum posts and all kinds of user interactions with posts (i.e., posting, replying to others’ posts, inserting hyperlinks to other posts, liking posts, and reading posts). The interactions were categorized into 7 types: create, reply, like, link, revisit, read, and anonymously read.

The large variability in student interactions (see Table 1) is consistent with the different types of users identified: Some had many forum activities, while others seldom interacted with posts. This suggests the necessity of distinguishing different learner types and employing user-specific recommendation strategies.

### 4.2 Recommender Algorithms

CSCLRec’s performance was compared against that of 7 other recommenders. Due to the limited number of students, the diversity of student interaction behaviors, and the inter-dependence of time-series data, random cross validation was not appropriate. We tuned the hyperparameters using leave block validation [9]: For each weekly evaluation, we used the prior week to validate the current weeks’ recommendations. We used grid-search on the hyperparameters and trained the recommenders using data from before the validation week. Testing used data from the validation week. Using precision, the best performing hyperparameters were selected to build the recommenders for subsequent evaluations. For CSCLRec, we tuned temporal decay and the number of peer learners. All PPR-based algorithms had their damping factor tuned.

The algorithms we tested CSCLRec against are listed below. Hyper-parameter values are reported in the repository1.

- **Co-occurrence graph-based personalized PageRank (CoPPR)** is another original method we developed. It uses the same learner profiler and post filtering modules as CSCLRec. Different from CSCLRec, Co-PPR uses the extracted keywords as nodes. Two keyword nodes are connected if they co-occurred at least once in a post. A post is connected to a keyword node if that post contains the keyword at least once. Edge weights are determined using the posts’ keyword occurrence count. CoPPR helps identify the contribution of the content analyzer to CSCLRec. We tuned temporal decay, the damping factor, and number of peer learners.

- **Personalized PageRank (PPR)** is a widely used graph-based recommender [15, 58]. It uses a bipartite graph with user-to-post interactions as the only input.

- **Matrix factorization collaborative filtering (MCF)** represents a family of model-based collaborative filtering algorithms, which are commonly used in educational recommender systems [27, 78]. We used the version proposed by Hu and colleagues [40]. We tuned its confidence factor which specifies the negative weight attributed to unseen interactions.

- **Keyword-based content-based recommender system (KCB)** is frequently used to personalize discussion forums [4] and help-seeking platforms [52]. KCB relies on latent semantic indexing to create vectors from posts. Users are represented as the average of the post vectors they have interacted with before. It recommends candidate posts which are nearest to the active user in the vector space. The hyperparameters include the dimension of post vectors and the ratio of content words as the keywords (i.e., 1/7 of the content words are treated as keywords).

- **Sentence embedding-based content-based recommender (SCB)** relies on the semantics of post content [16].

- **Popularity-based recommender (PPL)** recommends popular posts. Every user receives the same recommendations. This unpersonalized algorithm is used as a baseline.

- **The random recommender (RND)** randomly draws posts from the candidate list. This algorithm is also used as a baseline.

We did not test all well-known recommendation algorithms as some structural aspects and requirements of the algorithms make them a poor fit given the nature of our dataset. For example, deep learning-based methods (i.e., autoencoders) are data-hungry and can easily overfit due to the size of our dataset [88].

### 4.3 Measures

Since accuracy is insufficient for determining the quality of educational recommender systems [30], we measured 3 dimensions of performance: accuracy, diversity, and novelty.

For accuracy, we report both Precision at K (P@K) and Recall at K (R@K), where k is the number of recommendations. The R@K measure is affected by the number of available relevant items [73] so we report the maximum (max) R@10 to aid interpretation. Max R@10 is the average of the largest possible R@10 in each user’s recommendations. We adopted the commonly used intra-list diversity (ILD) indicator which measures the average pairwise distance between recommended items [14, 76]. We used pre-trained Universal Sentence Encoder [16] embeddings to represent the posts and the cosine distance to compute ILDs. The mean inverse user frequency (MIUF) indicator is used to measure recommendation novelty [11]. The fewer people who have interacted with the post, the higher the novelty and MIUF of that post. To reflect the consistency of algorithm performance, we report the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Weeks (#)</th>
<th>Students (#)</th>
<th>Instructors (#)</th>
<th>Posts (#)</th>
<th>Interacted posts/student</th>
<th>Interactions/student</th>
<th>Reads/student</th>
<th>Likes/student</th>
<th>Links/student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1751</td>
<td>1176 (550.18)</td>
<td>1628 (1010.30)</td>
<td>1314 (719.23)</td>
<td>76 (61.16)</td>
<td>1.19 (2.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>358 (245.96)</td>
<td>441 (298.75)</td>
<td>365 (247.00)</td>
<td>21 (24.96)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>1212 (686.41)</td>
<td>1373 (732.37)</td>
<td>1226 (698.94)</td>
<td>29 (23.88)</td>
<td>10.06 (15.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>362 (219.05)</td>
<td>505 (417.60)</td>
<td>405 (290.29)</td>
<td>15 (19.45)</td>
<td>0.26 (1.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>616 (269.83)</td>
<td>731 (281.87)</td>
<td>635 (270.13)</td>
<td>8 (9.97)</td>
<td>0.25 (1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>507 (223.65)</td>
<td>631 (269.11)</td>
<td>521 (223.42)</td>
<td>44 (44.63)</td>
<td>0.55 (1.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. [Repository](#)
mean and standard deviation of measures. The results were averaged over those of each student in each week.

5. RESULTS

Table 2 shows that both CSCLRec and CoPPR achieve high prediction accuracy, while maintaining acceptable diversity and novelty. They outperform their competitors according to precision for both 13-week and 6-week courses. Except for the very similar CoPPR algorithm, CSCLRec’s precision is more than 18% higher than that of other recommenders. According to R@10, there is no measurable performance difference among the various algorithms. Considering the maximum possible recall is capped at 35.1% and 30.3%, CSCLRec’s R@10 performance (21.9% and 18.8%) suggests it successfully identifies most of the relevant items.

In short courses, two of the best performers according to ILD are the unpersonalized baseline recommenders (RND and PPL) largely due to their introducing randomness. Apart from these random methods, those that emphasize interactions (i.e., MCF and PPR) had better diversity. As a tradeoff to accuracy, CSCLRec’s diversity was acceptable - it was somewhere in the middle (3rd of 6 personalized recommenders in ILD) when baseline approaches (RND and PPL) are excluded because they have low precision.

As another tradeoff to high precision, novelty is not best achieved with CoPPR or CSCLRec. Content-based algorithms (i.e., KCB and SCB) performed well from a novelty perspective as shown through their average MIUF scores. However, they had low diversity scores (ILD); they ranked last or second last.

To illustrate differences in performance over time, we use the LA course as an example (Figure 5). Note similar patterns were present in other courses and the change at week 10 coincides with the term break. In general, CSCLRec and CoPPR remained the best performing recommenders for precision throughout the semester.

Our proposed algorithm, CSCLRec, beats its competitors in precision from weeks 2 or 3 onwards (Figure 5). In contrast, when few inputs from students were available at the beginning of courses, the performance of content-based approaches was worse than the baselines. These results suggest the inclusion of socio-collaborative elements helps address the cold-start problem.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Recommender Algorithm Performance

The good performance of content-based recommender algorithms (CB) such as KCB and SCB in recommendation novelty highlights their ability to discover unpopular posts. It implies these approaches are better at helping students more quickly locate difficult-to-find but conceptually related discussions when the goal is to develop narrow but deep knowledge. This class of approaches may also increase forum equity by increasing the visibility of posts made by students with minority opinions that may otherwise go unnoticed in a popularity-based recommender scheme. However, CB algorithms’ poor diversity performance suggests they suffer from the over-specialization problem because they only care about content similarity. This makes them unable to recommend semantically diverse resources. Since discussions on the same thread usually have similar content, the suggestions provided by CB recommendation algorithms are likely to direct users to a few specific threads, which may prevent exposure to new ideas. This goes against the general teaching goals of learning contexts where students are expected to discuss and debate different topics.

The family of collaborative filtering algorithms (CF), represented by MCF, showed relatively poor novelty when compared with the CB algorithms. This lack of novelty may discourage the participation of students who hold minority opinions, as has been seen in other investigations [64]. When comparing with PPR, CSCLRec’s considerable enhancement in precision demonstrates the effectiveness of its three add-on modules. CoPPR also performs well, but its recommendation diversity appears to be lower. This finding indicates that the design of CSCLRec’s content analyzer module benefits recommendation diversity as it is the only

![Figure 5. Weekly recommendation results for the LA course.](image-url)
The difference between CSCLRec and CoPPR. The outstanding performance of CSCLRec makes it the most appropriate choice to provide personalized suggestions in small-scale socio-collaborative learning contexts. However, we expect CoPPR to work better than CSCLRec in environments where the domain of discussion topics is narrower than those in our dataset as the use of hypernyms in CSCLRec is prone to mis-classification due to the granularity of the WordNet ontology. For example, in Chemistry, both “Sodium chloride” and “Copper(II) sulfate” are a “chemical compound”, but it makes little sense to link these two terms together as students might be talking about different things.

In contrast to traditional algorithms, CSCLRec and CoPPR integrate pedagogical considerations. The learner interaction profiler module is an obvious case. Unlike the one-size-fits-all recommendation strategy in other algorithms, it employs different strategies (i.e., adding more user-to-user edges) depending on learner type. Compared with the results of other approaches, the user-centered recommendation algorithm design of CSCLRec provided better prediction results by taking advantage of socio-collaborative learning principles.

While CSCLRec tended to perform well in recommendation accuracy, we should acknowledge that such support is not always what is needed for some learner types. For example, listeners not actively engaging in the discussions could be attributed to the recommendation lacking diversity. In this case, collaborative filtering approaches such as MCF might be a better choice. Moreover, new users may benefit from unpersonalized recommenders. For example, PPL could be used when we lack information about that learner because popular discussions may pique newcomer’s interest and encourage them to participate.

6.2 Recommender Support for Learning

The evaluations confirmed that our recommender system can forecast student behavior and give recommendations that match students’ preferences, as represented through their behaviors, in an e-learning discussion forum. Here we discuss the system’s potential to enhance students’ learning processes and outcomes in socio-collaborative learning spaces.

Rooted in learner interest, the generated recommendations can help reduce the time students spend searching for useful resources, thereby increasing the proportion of time dedicated to learning activities (i.e., discussing and sharing). The increased interaction should enable more knowledge-construction within the forum [37, 72], benefiting every learner with more opportunities to review and increase their understanding of the knowledge they have learned [85]. Many empirical studies have also found that student’s active participation in sharing can develop their critical thinking abilities [13] and benefit their overall course performance [19, 61, 84].

At the same time, pedagogical research shows that the diversity and novelty of ideas are critical to learning outcomes, especially during the process of knowledge co-construction. According to the theory of social constructivism, learner exposure to diverse perspectives can help them experience the types of cognitive conflict that lead to knowledge gain [32, 44]. Knowledge building principles also emphasize the importance of diversity and novelty of ideas to the knowledge scaffolding process [69]. Fortunately, CSCLRec’s novelty and diversity performance demonstrated the algorithm’s potential to support various collaborative learning activities in small discussion-based e-learning forums.

6.3 Potential Expansions

There are many ways to further improve the system’s performance when it is deployed online. First, real-time feedback from students can be collected and used to steer the strategies for the next round of recommendations. Second, the system could allow instructor and student configuration. This would allow users to refine the quality of recommendations and offer increased transparency to improve user satisfaction and trust in the recommendation mechanism [82]. In the future, we may adopt a human-in-the-loop approach and let course instructors adjust recommender parameters so they are more consistent with desired teaching plans.

More advanced NLP methods could also be used. For example, using knowledge graphs could benefit graph-based recommenders [56, 57, 59, 63]. Using such approaches could extend the semantic network in the content analyzer. Knowledge graphs relying on Linked Open Data usually have a wider coverage of entities which may allow them to overcome the current algorithms’ lack of phrases for representing key domain-specific concepts [74]. We had tried to use entity linking tools (e.g., DBpedia spotlight [22] and TagMe [31]), to query post content so that key phrases could be linked to entities in the knowledge base which would have replaced the hypernym portion of the PPR graph. However, their performance seemed poor in our context: many key phrases were not linked to the correct knowledge graph entities. The main reason may be that forum posts present disambiguation challenges to entity linking tools [36]. Moreover, some knowledge bases, such as DBpedia [6], have a limited number of verb entities because most verbs are treated as relations. Thus, building a knowledge graph specifically for an individual course seems to be the only realistic approach even though it would require considerable effort.

Lastly, while the proposed recommender performed relatively well, the ability of this recommender to support socio-collaborative learning processes within discussion forums still needs to be validated through in-vivo studies. Due to the limitations of using historical data, the present evaluation does not allow the direct observation of how learners will respond to the recommendations nor does it allow the measurement of the recommendations’ effect on learning processes [28, 30, 51].

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel recommendation approach that accounts for socio-collaborative learning principles in small discussion forums was proposed. This multi-relational graph-based recommendation scheme, CSCLRec, incorporates social network analysis, learner categorization, and natural language processing techniques. A similarly structured recommender, CoPPR, was also introduced for potential use in socio-collaborative learning contexts.

The performance of these proposed algorithms was evaluated in an offline experiment where they were compared against six other recommendation algorithms. The results from this evaluation show our approaches outperform others. Going beyond these measures, we discussed CSCLRec’s potential to help socio-collaborative learning processes, as well as its use cases and potential expansions from the perspective of a variety of measures (e.g., precision, diversity) and learning goals. As future work, we plan to deploy the system to examine its influence on student behaviors and learning.
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